The Endless Challenges of Arboviral Diseases in Brazil
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Abstract: In this Editorial, we list and discuss some of the main challenges faced by the population and public health authorities in Brazil concerning arbovirus infections, including the occurrence of concurrent epidemics like the ongoing SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19 pandemic.
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Optimal ecological and environmental conditions support year-long breeding of mosquito vectors of arboviruses in several Brazilian States. This, combined with socioeconomical factors that facilitate mosquito breeding (e.g., intermittent water supply that leads to short-term water storage in open-air artificial containers) and human exposure to mosquito bites, fosters cyclic and intense transmission of arboviruses in Brazil. In urban and peri-urban areas, the four dengue virus serotypes (DENV1-4), Zika virus (ZIKV), and chikungunya virus (CHIKV) are the most widespread and impactful mosquito-borne pathogens, all transmitted by the highly urbanized and anthropophagic Aedes aegypti. Arboviral diseases impose a great health burden to the population in Brazil and represent a constant challenge to public health authorities. Diagnosis (and therefore clinical management) and notification of arboviral infections in co-endemic places (where more than one arbovirus co-circulate) are extremely complex. Point-of-care virus-specific testing is non-existent in the public and private health care sectors, and the most important diagnosis is clinical-epidemiological, upon which a case is notified to health authorities as suspected or confirmed based on the Ministry of Health case definitions (which uses clinical symptoms and blood test results, such as platelet counts). However, diseases caused by DENV, ZIKV and CHIKV can lead to similar acute symptoms that may differ only in time of onset, duration and severity [1]—thus, only well-trained, experienced physicians are more apt to correctly diagnose a patient, but even these professionals can misdiagnose without available virus-specific tests. Arboviral diseases are nationally notifiable diseases in Brazil, but in the public sector, which exclusively serves more than 70% of the Brazilian population, only a small proportion of cases notified by health care units undergo confirmatory tests in public reference laboratories through virus-specific molecular or serological assays, or virus culture. For instance, among the notified dengue cases in 2020 (until April), only approximately 23% were tested in reference laboratories [2]. In addition, for DENV and ZIKV, cross-reactivity of serological assays represents a serious issue as it can lead to erroneous results [3]. Official government notifications may thus be biased by inaccurate clinical diagnosis and cross-reactive serological results, and clinical management of infections may not be appropriate if the wrong diagnosis is made. The different
The cross-reactivity between DENV and ZIKV serological assays are due to similar antigenic regions of viral proteins of these genetically related flaviviruses that can be recognized by the same antibodies. Besides being an issue in serological tests, cross-reactive DENV and ZIKV immunity can have important epidemiological implications in places where these viruses co-circulate. For instance, in vitro, in vivo and epidemiological studies have shown that pre-existing DENV immunity can either protect or enhance ZIKV infection, and consequently impact disease development [4–6]. Other studies suggest that the atypically low dengue incidence observed after the Zika epidemics in Brazil and other Latin American countries was due, in part, to short-term DENV protection from ZIKV infections [7,8]. Importantly, this lower dengue incidence was followed by a significant increase in dengue cases [2,7]. The impact of pre-existing DENV and ZIKV immunity in further heterologous infections and, importantly, in clinical diseases, needs to be continuously assessed in endemic areas.

It is also possible that ZIKV or other arboviruses may establish sylvatic transmission cycles in Brazil, as discussed by other authors [9]. If one looks at the map of Paulista, for example, a municipality within the Recife Metropolitan Region (RMR) in Pernambuco State that was heavily affected by ZIKV and CHIKV, forested areas surround all the urban areas where the viruses co-circulated and human cases were concentrated in 2015–16 (Figure 1 and [10]). These forested areas may harbor several sylvatic mosquitoes like Aedes albopictus, Haemagogus janthinomys, and Sabethes tarsopus that feed on non-human primates (NHPs) and may serve as vectors of arboviruses [11]. In addition, NHPs like the common marmoset Callithrix jacchus are abundant in the area [12] and found near humans. Importantly, ZIKV RNA and antibodies against several arboviruses have been found in NHPs in different regions of Brazil, including marmosets [13–16]. The seriousness of an established sylvatic arbovirus transmission cycle in NHPs and sylvatic mosquitoes in Brazil is well represented by yellow fever virus (YFV), which causes sporadic spillover human outbreaks leading to hundreds of deaths. Although a few studies have found little evidence of sylvatic ZIKV transmission in Brazil [16,17], the possibility of a sylvatic cycle being established in distinct Brazilian regions and at different times cannot be excluded. Further governmental or research-related arbovirus surveillance activities should intensify monitoring of sylvatic mosquitoes, NHPs and other small mammals, as the establishment of sylvatic cycles will require changes in the design of control programs.

The ZIKV outbreaks that occurred in Brazil in 2014–16 probably ceased due to herd immunity – however, instead of disappearing, the virus is still circulating in areas that were intensely affected, like the RMR, even if at low rates. In addition, virus transmission during the outbreaks was focal across metropolitan regions, where some areas were more intensely hit than others within the same municipality [4], corroborating the notion of clustered household/community transmission of arboviruses transmitted by Ae. aegypti. The low but constant circulation of ZIKV, the presence of prior virus foci with surrounding patchy areas containing higher numbers of naïve people, and the possibility of a sylvatic cycle being established in some regions increase the chances of unexpected re-emergence of the virus. It will also be important to assess the importance of sexual transmission among the sustained, low ZIKV circulation in endemic regions, as the epidemiological relevance of ZIKV sexual transmission may be higher than previously thought ([18] and Magalhaes et al., unpublished).

Escalating the problem of arboviral disease surveillance and management, concurrent outbreaks/epidemics of arboviruses and non-arthropod-borne pathogens can further complicate clinical diagnosis and completely overwhelm/saturate the health care system, as we may be seeing now with the pandemic of coronavirus disease (COVID-19) caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). The number of notified dengue, Zika and chikungunya cases in Brazil in 2020 have reached over 660,000 by April [2], reflecting a difficult year for arboviral diseases in the country (Figure 2A). Although the true incidences of SARS-CoV-2 infections and COVID-19 cases are unknown in Brazil due to the very limited testing (currently, the Brazilian government recommends that only severe cases are tested in health clinics and hospitals), the notified numbers of infections and deaths are starting to increase, indicating a worsening epidemic scenario.
as of April 2020 (Figure 2B) [2]. At the moment, health care units like the local rapid-access units (Unidades de Pronto Atendimento-UPAs), which serve communities like the Paulista population (~330,000 habitants), are working with a reduced number of staff as some individuals have fallen ill and many elderly professionals or those with comorbidities are on leave due to fear of becoming infected with the virus. In a recent serosurvey of SARS-CoV-2 antibodies among health professionals in Pernambuco State, 60% have tested positive, confirming these professionals are under very high risk of infection [19]. Although the highest numbers of notified arboviral diseases seemed to have occurred in March 2020, it is very likely that case notification has dropped as a result of fewer people infected with arboviruses seeking health facilities due to the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. In fact, it would be important to see if household mosquito transmission of arboviruses increases because of social isolation during the COVID-19 pandemic, considering the endophilic behavior of Ae. aegypti (although social isolation is necessary, it is also important to assess its effects on other health factors). The blunt reality is that health care units have been dealing with a peak in arbovirus infections and COVID-19 cases concomitantly. Besides the many troubles inherent to an overwhelmed health care system, concurrent epidemics also can complicate clinical-epidemiological diagnoses. Some studies show that dengue cases can be misdiagnosed as respiratory infections and vice-versa [20,21]. Coinfections during concurrent epidemics must also be considered as they may worsen clinical diseases. Coinfections of influenza virus and DENV have been identified in several occasions during concurrent epidemics [22–24]. Future control efforts and programs must consider concurrent epidemics as they will most likely continue to happen in the future (e.g., epidemics of DENV and new strains of influenza virus).
**Figure 1.** Mapped cases of Zika virus (ZIKV) and chikungunya virus (CHIKV) infections in Paulista, Pernambuco State, Brazil, in 2015-16. Note the green/forested areas surrounding the urban areas where cases were concentrated: an optimal interface for the establishment of sylvatic cycles of arbovirus transmission (this map was published in [10]).
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**Figure 2.** Cumulative notified cases of dengue, Zika and chikungunya (a) and COVID-19 (b) in Brazil as of April 2020.

Conclusions

Effective management of arboviral diseases in Brazil requires confronting major challenges. The co-endemicity of multiple and related arboviruses complicates clinical-epidemiological diagnoses, clinical management and case notification, in addition to impacting the epidemiology of arboviral diseases in unclear ways. The possible establishment of sylvatic transmission cycles will represent a significant additional challenge to the development of control programs and should be constantly monitored. Lastly, concurrent epidemics like the SARS-CoV-2/COVID-19 or other respiratory pathogens/illnesses can overwhelm health care systems and further complicate clinical-epidemiological diagnoses. Efforts to better control these diseases must seriously consider all these issues.
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